
The Fly Yupa  

exists in multiple dimensions
It is both a prototype and archetype.
And it functions as both.

It is a prototype that frames the only hypothesis that 
matters, how can humanity create a net positive  
relationship with the earth to ensure not only our own  
future but the future of the planet?

The Fly Yupa responds to that same hypothesis through 
its own embodiment as the ancient connection between 
man, built form, and cosmos. Its very existence is the  
ancient future. 

Based upon the universal ancient ritual pillar found in all 
culturals from vedic, mayan, chinese to indigenous  
cultures, the original function of the yupa is to connect 
man, earth, and cosmos through ritual activity. Through 
aligning with the yupa of ancient times we align with the 
sacred relationship between human, earth, and cosmos.

The yupa is also a symbol of “the man” him/her/them-
selves. In this way, the propogation of the yupa at fly 
ranch creates a foil to “the man” of burning man. The Fly 
Yupa is an alternate “man”, an archetypal androgynous 
prototype that integrates compassionate ecology, play, 
and technology. 

The Fly Yupa
is a nomadic totem, tracking the movements of the celes-
tial bodies creating a pilgrimage site around its actions, 
and harmonizing with the flora and fauna of fly ranch. 

The chambers of the Fly Yupa hold play things and gifts 
for the local animals, nesting materials for birds, and the 
seeding of the land with native plants to build a 
 regenerative ecosystem. 
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As the yupas begin 
to populate the land, 
the long term  
conservation plan 
takes to the sky via 
the fly drone. The 
Fly drones engage 
in pure conservation 
activities related to 
supporting the  
habitat of local  
flora and fauna.  

The seeding of  
the Fly Yupa  
creates a biannual 
vision quest during  
the fall seeding  
and the spring  
blooming. 
The blossom  
ritual drives  
human connection 
and the creation  
of a regenerative  
economic model.


